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January 26th, 2006 – Vancouver, BC – Quizam Media Corporation (“Quizam” or “the
Company”) (TSX-V: QQ), through its President Russ Rossi, is pleased to announce the sale of a
master license to FloatSafety Seaplanes Training Inc. (“FloatSafety”). It is FloatSafety’s
intention to utilize Quizam software for their rigorous Pilot Competency tests. Terms of the deal
were not disclosed.
The Quizam quizzing engine is broadly applicable to almost any testing concept and was
structurally designed to be a stepping stone to a broader based market of Computer-Based
Assessment tools. This first sale outside the school market is very encouraging and a testament to
Quizam’s universal appeal.
Pilot trainees will be able to download customized quizzes from the Quizam web site whereupon
they can self-test and review. Results from the quizzes are emailed automatically to the chief
flight instructor (“CFI”).
Damian McKevitt, Air Canada Pilot and Float Safety President & CFI, commented “There is no
room for error in the sky. We like the way Quizam can keep you in the testing loop until you
reach 100%. Quizam will now be a critical tool in our ground school.”
Commenting on his first sale outside the school systems, Russ Rossi, President of Quizam, said,
“We built Quizam to be broad-based in design and always knew that it would appeal to a
multitude of markets. It is nice to make a sale to a professional organization so early after
launch.” Rossi added, “We look forward to other similar sales in the neat future.”
About Quizam Media Corporation (www.quizam.com)
Quizam Media Corporation is currently launching sales of Quizam, a compelling ComputerBased Assessment tool that utilizes time-tested quizzing methods to empower students to learn in
an environment where their assessment is instantaneous and their learning curve is accelerated.
Quizam’s mission is to empower the 55 million school-aged children in North America and
Europe with relevant, effective and fun study aids.
Russ Rossi
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